Once upon a time, there lived a beautiful princess named Adela.

Very well, Patricia. You know her. She is so well behaved!

Hello Queen Marlyn, how is the pretty princess Adela today?

Hello Aunt Patricia! It's wonderful to see you today!

I wish Carl would be so well-mannered.

But Adela was surprisingly very different than what anyone ever imagined...

Adela enjoyed hunting in the woods.
After some time, the kingdom grew to hear about Adela’s trips to the woods. And they were not happy.

Finally, Adela’s parents decided to end their daughter’s hunting career.

Stop Princess Adela!

No more hunting!
Adela was very heartbroken.

But she followed her orders.

One day, the kingdom found out that...

Your Highness, there is a dragon in the kingdom, that is destroying the land. What shall we do?

The king tested many men if they were capable of killing the dragon.
UNfortunately, none were.

WHAT CAN I DO NOW?

Meanwhile, ADELA got an idea.

I COULD KILL THE DRAGON!

So ADELA snuck out each day to practice.
Finally, she was ready for the big day.

Her plan was to...

1. Dress up like Carl
2. Defeat the dragon
3. Reveal herself

Hey you dragon! Over here. See if you can catch me!
But before Adela had the chance to kill the dragon, it rose up into the air, with Adela on its back.

Soon a crowd appeared.

Hey look! Someone is killing the dragon!

Wait! What?

Victory!
Finally, the town is rid of the evil dragon.

Is that Carl?

No, that's Princess Adela!

Forgive us Princess Adela! You are right! Girls can hunt!

We're sorry Adela. You should be able to hunt. You saved our kingdom!

And with that Adela lived happily ever after, with many adventures to come.